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Traditional or Digital?
Essay Writing in the Information Age

Dr. Julia Hans
March 11, 2016

Scope
Questions
College Writing I
2 Traditional Essays
 2 Multimedia Essays


“Final” Reflection


5 questions

Challenges/Tips & Resources
Examples of Blogs & Argument Essays

Questions
What role does visual rhetoric play in college writing
especially in light of transference?
What are students’ expectations regarding mixed
media essays?

What is the most effective way to use PCs in the
classroom?
What are students’ preferences when it comes to the
writing process?



Urban, public research (17,500)



First year writing – two semesters (transference)



Engineering, Science & Technology, Criminal Justice, Music



Francis College of Engineering


Radiation Lab, Particle Physics, Nuclear Engineering



MLB

College Writing I
Two Traditional Essays – Handwritten Process
Literacy Narrative
Response Paper

Two Multimedia Essays – Digital Process
Argument with images
Blogs

Final Reflection

Reflection
Two of the essays in this course were traditional (print media) and two were
multimedia (argument with photos, blogs). Please reflect back on the semester
and answer the following:
1. When it comes to the generative (brainstorming) stage of writing, did you find it
easier and/or more effective to write on paper or to write on your computer? Why?

2. When it comes to the drafting stage of writing (putting ideas down on pager),
did you find it easier and/or more effective to write in class using your laptop or to
write in a personal space, like your dorm room? Why?
3. When it comes to receiving feedback from your peers, which do you prefer:
handwritten on a hard copy or via digital media? Why?
4. When it comes to receiving feedback from your professor, which did you prefer:
handwritten on a hard copy or via digital media? Why?

5. Overall, did you find that using your laptop in class a distraction or a help
during the writing process? Why?

Generative Stage
Hand Written 70% Digital

30%



“. . . when writing on paper I can jot down my thoughts and ideas much easier and
quicker. I can also build upon my thoughts better on paper because I am able to
organize my page in anyway I want very easily. On a computer I need to follow the
format of the software I use and do not have the same ability to organize my ideas
as freely. . . . I feel the need to be much more precise on the computer. … As a
result I get so caught up on the computer trying to fix my wording that I don't allow
my ideas to flow as freely.”



“When it comes to brainstorming, I found it much easier to write on paper because I
like to circle different ideas and draw arrows to things. Doing these things on a
laptop is not as easy for me.”



“I think it was easier to brainstorm on paper, because for some reason the act of
writing seems more automatic and it becomes easier to jot things down without
thinking about it too hard, and the stream of consciousness gives me a more
effective brainstorming session.“



“I found it easier and more effective to write in class using my laptop when it comes
to the brainstorming stage. When I brainstorm on my laptop I feel as if I can just
keep typing and when I want to move some ideas before or after others I can just
copy and paste them where I please.”

Drafting Stage (80% in class)


“I found that I was more productive when drafting in class, because there were
less distractions, and it was easier to write right after discussing the assignment
or things that were relevant to the assignment in class.”



“. . . I find it much more effective to write in my dorm or at the library. This is
because when I'm in the classroom, I sometimes feel pressured to be constantly
writing or thinking of an idea to write. Whereas, when I'm my own personal space,
I have the freedom to take quick breaks which may include watching
a Youtube video or finally replying to a text I received an hour ago. These breaks
allow me to refresh my mind and enhance my writing ability. I may write more in a
classroom but quantity does not equate to quality.”



“. . .I found it more effective to write in class using my laptop because I was
unable to procrastinate and I knew I could use my class time in order to get the
assignments done.”



“. . . My mind was able to form ideas more efficiently when drafting in the
classroom rather than my own room.”

Peer Review (hand written)


“I prefer a person to handwrite their edits over my typed copy. This is
easier because I can have a hard copy in front of me that I can have
in my lap while I type, rather than having a split screen on the
laptop.”



“. . . I prefer it to be handwritten on a hard copy because i believe it is
more personal. Especially when it is reviewed right in front of me
because you can hear the thoughts of the editor/reviewer as they are
reading, and it is easier to understand their comments and what they
mean by them as well as what I need to improve.”



“When it comes to peer editing I prefer it handwritten on a hard copy.
I find it easier for me to add comments and feedback on actual paper.
I feel like the comments stand out more and are easier to find.”



“I would rather handwritten feedback. Often people get distracted
from their computer so I feel like they might not be paying full
attention to my essay if they are making revisions digitally.”

Peer Review (digital)
“For peer revision I prefer using our laptops. . . . I
like revising on the computer better because me and
my partner can both look at the same paper on
different screens allowing the writer to see the exact
spot that the reviser is talking about. I also much
prefer the comment system on Microsoft Word
compared to comments written on the page because
the comments are integrated into the text. This
makes it much easier to know precisely what each
comment is referring to.”

Professor’s Feedback
“I liked the handwritten feedback from my
professor. There's much more to be said with
specific comments rather than highlighted lines
of text telling me to fix something. The
handwritten comments were more in depth. . . “
“I prefer handwritten because I feel that I
generally get more feedback that way. . .”
“I prefer to receive handwritten feedback from my
professor, because it feels more personal and . .
. their feedback is more thorough.”

Pedagogical Challenges/Tips
Rubrics
Visual Rhetoric (cartoons)

Distraction
WordPress Nightmares

Resources
Digital Writing Assessment and Evaluation (McKey,
DeVoss) Utah State UP
OWL visual rhetoric slide show
Miller, James. S. The Real World Reader: A Rhetorical
Reader for Writers. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2016.

Blogs
https://lowellfoodlovers.wordpress.com/
https://vaultoftheblogger.wordpress.com/

https://highaltitudeweather.wordpress.com/
https://patriots247blog.wordpress.com/
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